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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

While ultra-luxury auto brands such as Ferrari have a better handle on exclusivity and high-end image, standard high-
end automakers are more accessible and have a better grasp on digital performance in China, according to L2.

L2's research in its "China: Luxury Auto" report shows that more than 50 percent of luxury auto brands are available
on China's top retail Web site Tmall. Their presence on the ecommerce site beats out luxury fashion and jewelry
brands.

"Accessible luxury brands such as Audi were found to be more advanced than ultra-luxury brands like Ferrari in
terms of site functionality and ecommerce in China," said Liz Flora, editor of Asia Pacific Research at L2.
"Accessible luxury brands are more likely to have features such as site configurators, online booking and pricing
information on their Chinese sites."

Chinese insights
By 2020, the luxury car industry in China is likely to become the world's largest. The country is leading the way in the
breakaway from reliance on dealerships.

Online research is the biggest driver for Chinese auto customers' purchasing decisions, with 50 percent of buyers
already knowing what vehicle model they are interested in before entering the dealership. While digital capability is
important in all markets for automakers, it is  most important in China.

U.S.- and Japanese-made vehicles are starting to lose grip on the advantage they have had over German
manufacturers. BMW and Mercedes-Benz are gaining in digital sophistication over Audi and others.
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Ultra-luxury brands are also losing out a bit to the more accessible luxury brands, with only 80 percent of ultra-high-
end automakers having online appointment scheduling while 100 percent of standard luxury brands do.

While so many brands are building a presence on China's Tmall site, only Tesla has built its  own Web site for China
of which consumers can purchase vehicles.

Tmall app

China and the auto industry
China's Finance Ministry implemented a 10 percent import tax on the highest priced automobiles entering the
country.

The tax, which went into effect on Dec. 1, affects vehicles retailing for at least 1.3 million yuan, or $190,000 at
current exchange. Over the past few years, the government's communist party has been working to curb conspicuous
spending, in an attempt to fight corruption in politics (see more).
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Also, the United Kingdom's European Union referendum vote caused the pound to decline in value and, as a result,
affluent Chinese are finding the country an attractive travel destination, according to a report by Hurun.

In its "UK Luxury Brands in China" report, a focused summary based off the "Best of the Best Awards 2017" survey
and the "Chinese Luxury Consumer 2017" study, Hurun explored the impact British brands are having on China's
luxury consumer. British brands and culture, in many ways, represent the old guard of luxury due to dedication to
heritage, quality and craftsmanship, concepts that align with Chinese sentiment (see more).

"More than 50 percent of luxury auto brands now have official Tmall shopsthat's a higher rate than luxury fashion or
watch and jewelry brands," Ms. Flora said. "Luxury automakers rely on Tmall rather than their own Web sites for
online sales in ChinaTesla is the only auto brand benchmarked that sells cars on its own Chinese site."
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